Visit our web site:

http://www.plantpath.wisc.edu

To find:

Additions or corrections to our 2003 Research Report

Information about our next field season:

• Research Progress Reports
• P-Days and Severity Values
• Weather data (Antigo, Grand Marsh, Hancock, Plover)

Research reports from previous seasons

Welcome to the UW-Madison Vegetable Pathology Web Site

Our site was initially established to provide progress reports on field trials during the growing season

W. R. Stevenson and R. V. James
University of Wisconsin Madison
Department of Plant Pathology
1630 Linden Dr.
Madison, WI 53706

Current resources include:

• Tentative plans for 2003 trials
• Progress reports from 2003 field trials
• Progress reports from 2003 field trials will be available as data are collected and analyzed (to view on screen)
• Field trial reports from 1995-2003 (to be viewed with MS Word® and/or Acrobat®)
• Vegetable disease updates as issued for 2002-4 (2003 "archives")
• Weather data from four potato growing regions of WI during the growing season (to use in the WISDOM or Real Toolbox crop management program)
• P-Day and Severity Value accumulation for 4 potato growing regions of WI
• PowerPoint® slide sets on various vegetable pathology topics
• Links of interest to other web sites